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Abstract A new position-sensitive thermal neutron detector based on boron-coated con-
verters has been developed as an alternative to today’s standard 3He-based technology for
application to thermal neutron scattering. The key elements of the development are the
boron-coated GEM foils (Sauli in Nucl Instrum Methods Phys Res Sect A Accel Spectrom
Detect Assoc Equip 386:531, 1997) that are used as a multi-layer neutron converter via the
10B(n, α)7Li reaction together with an efficient collection of the produced secondary elec-
trons. This paper reports the test performed on a 3 layers converter prototype coupled to a
GEMPix detector (Murtas in Radiat Meas 138:106421, 2020), carried out in order to study
the possibility to produce a large-scale multi-layer neutron detector capable to reach high
detection efficiency with high spatial resolution and able to sustain the high neutron flux
expected in the new neutron spallation source under development like the ESS.

1 Introduction

The recent 3He shortage [3], which is due to a progressive nuclear disarmament started in
2000, has resulted in reduced availability of this noble gas and a consequent high increase in
its price. Nowadays the world’s most important suppliers (USA and Russia) are keeping the
residual amount of 3He mainly for homeland security and nuclear safeguards applications.
As a consequence, the availability of 3He gas for thermal neutron detectors (in the form of
high-pressure single-wire proportional counter tubes) has been severely reduced. On the other
hand, the scientific community is experiencing the need to realize new large area position-
sensitive devices able to fully exploit the increase of neutron flux offered by new spallation
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neutron sources like ESS. These two reasons led to the development of new position-sensitive
neutron detectors capable of detection efficiencies comparable with 3He tubes, but being
able to sustain much higher counting rates than the 30–50 kHz typical for single 3He tubes
[4]. A possible approach relies on the use of solid neutron converters (such as boron or
lithium) combined to charged particle detectors, like the gas electron multiplier (GEM) [1]
detector. GEM detectors are typically used for tracking and triggering application in high
energy physics [5], but they can also be used for neutral particles detection like fast [6–9]
and thermal [10–14] neutrons or photon [15,16]. Neutral particles detection with GEM is
typically performed by adopting a customized cathode configuration, where primary electrons
are liberated in the detector gas due to neutrals interactions, followed by an amplification stage
(composed by one or multiple GEM foils). Finally, the motion of the multiplied electrons in
the induction region induces a signal on an anode (that can be fully customized for the specific
application) read out by a dedicated data acquisition system (DAQ). This paper describes the
development, the construction and the characterization of a new GEM-based thermal neutron
detector called MBGEM (multi-boron GEM), equipped with a converter cathode made of a
series of GEM foils coated on both sides with a layer (1µm thick) of 10B4C. The paper is
addressed to study the response of the new converter configuration in view of the production
of a large area, high efficiency thermal neutron detector.

2 The MBGEM principle

The efficiency (ε) of a thermal neutron detector based on a solid-state converter (such as 10B
or 6Li) combined to a charged particle amplifier can be defined as the result of the product
of three factors:

– the neutron interaction probability (p),
– the escape probability (ξ ) of the charged products generated by the neutron nuclear

reaction
– the extraction efficiency (η) of the primary charge liberated by the reaction products.

In case of boron-based converters the nuclear reaction 10B(n, α)7Li is exploited whose cross
section is about 3844 b for 25 meV neutrons. This reaction is characterized by two main
channels:

10B + n → Li + α (QValue = 2.792 MeV, ground state); Branching Ratio = 6%
10B + n → 7Li� + α

+γ (0.478 MeV) (QValue = 2.310 MeV, excited state); Branching Ratio = 94%.

Therefore when thermal neutrons interact with boron, the reaction leads to 7Li in the
excited state 94% of the times, while the remaining 6% are ground state 7Li. Conservation
of energy and momentum gives ELi = 0.84 MeV and Eα = 1.47 MeV for the excited state
reaction, and ELi = 1.16 MeV, Eα = 1.78 MeV for the ground state reaction, and implies
that the two charged particles (7Li and α) are emitted back to back. It means that at least
one of the (charged) reaction products is likely to be revealed into the adjacent detector. In
addition when 7Li is left in the excited state, there is always an emission of 478 keV γ ray.

The challenge in the design of novel detectors relies on finding a geometrical and electrical
configuration able to simultaneously optimize p, ξ and η parameters. The probability p is
related to the macroscopic neutron (absorption) cross section of the converter material used
(10B4C in the case of this paper), while ξ is related to the range of the produced charge particles
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in the converter layer itself. Probability p can be increased by using a thicker converter layer,
but this decreases the probability that the nuclear charged products can reach the gas. The α

and 7Li ions are emitted isotropically along the 10B4C layer thickness and one or other of
these particles may leave the 10B4C layer and ionize the gas volume in which the converter
is positioned. Therefore the charge escape probability ξ depends on:

– the neutron interaction point along the thickness of the 10B4C layer;
– the direction of emission of the charged particles;
– the 10B4C layer thickness.

The charged particles escaping from the layer will feature a continuous energy spectrum
ranging from 0 to Eα and ELi. The typical range of alpha and lithium ions in 10B4C is about
3.4µm and 1.7µm, respectively [17]. Therefore a single converter thicker than 2µm will
imply a large loss of detection efficiency (mainly for the Li ions) due to ξ reduction. A
possible approach to maximize the detection efficiency is the use of multiple stacked thin
converter layers that must be able to be transparent to the secondary electrons produced by
the gas ionization due to alpha and lithium ions, thus assuring a high extraction probability
η. A converter thickness of 1µm of 10B4C it seems the final good solution as reported also
in other works based on a calculated optimization of neutron detection efficiency [18].

2.1 The preparation of the GEM foil

The key element of the present study is the double-face 10B4C-coated GEM foil (called
BGEM borated GEM) used to detect neutrons via the 10B(n, α)7Li reaction. A GEM [19] is
made of a thin (50µm) Kapton foil, copper clad (5µm thick) on each side, perforated with
high surface density of holes, each one acting as an electron multiplication channel. Each
hole has a bi-conical structure with an external (internal) diameter of 70µm (50µm) and a
pitch of 140µm. The bi-conical shape of the hole minimizes the effect of charging-up of the
Kapton inside the holes and is a consequence of the double-mask process used in standard
photolithographic technologies. A typical voltage difference of 250–500 V is applied between
the two copper sides, giving fields as high as 150 kV/cm into the holes, resulting in an electron
multiplication up to a few thousands.

The BGEM foil is produced by introducing a modification to the standard GEM production
method. The base material is the usual 50µm-thick polyimide foil cladded on both sides
with copper (5µm). The standard pattern of holes with a diameter of 70µm and a pitch of
140µm have been designed on a square of 30 × 30 mm2 both on top and bottom sides of
the foil, followed by a photoresist lamination on both faces. Then photoresist dots have been
put covering precisely the copper openings followed by the curing. Afterward these foils
were individually sandwiched in Milano Bicocca University with two Al masks that have a
30 × 30 mm2 opening on each face aligned with the patterned active areas on both side of
the foil as shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 The boron carbide deposition

The deposition process for coating-enriched amorphous boron carbide 10B4C layers on the
polyimide foils was carried out since 2015 by ESS Linköping Detector Coatings Workshop,
located at Linköping, Sweden. In the following 10B enrichment means > 95%. The facility
is installed with an industrial deposition unit (CC800/9, CemeCon AG) equipped with four
direct-current magnetron sputtering cathodes and a sample loading system for batch produc-
tion. Details about the deposition unit and process development for neutron detector coatings
of other types have been published elsewhere [17,20].
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Fig. 1 On the left the GEMPix foil prepared with the aluminum mask before the boron deposition. On the
right the final assembling of the multi-layer neutron converter with the electrode detail

The masks realized in Milan ensure good thermal and electrical contact over the surface of
the foils to the grounded sample table of the deposition machine, so the foils have less chance
to be thermally or electrically damaged during the deposition process. No other treatment,
e.g., cleaning, was done to the masked samples prior to the loading of the samples to avoid
damages to the photoresist dots.

The deposition chamber was first pumped down to a background pressure of ∼ 1.5 ×
10−4 Pa, while the samples were heated up to ∼ 100 ◦C. Then the surfaces of the samples
were treated with radiofrequency plasma etching in pure Ar atmosphere at 0.35 Pa to remove
native oxides built up on the Cu surface and to create higher surface roughness for better
film adhesion. After the etching, the samples were subsequently coated with a 10B4C layer in
pure Ar at ∼ 0.40 Pa and with a Cu capping layer in pure Ar at ∼ 0.30 Pa without breaking
the vacuum.

The selection of the working pressure for the 10B4C layer is mainly a compromise between
the residual compressive stress and the increased oxygen content due to a relatively low-
temperature process, which has been systematically studied on Si substrates [21]. A simple
scratch test has been carried out with tweezers on non-active areas of coated foils, while only
the surface of the Cu capping layers can be scratched off due to its softness. No spontaneous
spall-off of the 10B4C films was observed either throughout the GEM foils production.
The thickness of the coatings was measured with a profilometer (DektakXT, Bruker) on
a Si(100) thickness reference mounted at an equivalent position of the deposition chamber
in the same deposition run. The overall thickness of the 10B4C plus Cu layer was measured
to be ∼ 4.0µm on a Si(100) thickness. The individual thickness of the 10B4C layer and
the Cu layer was calculated to be ∼ 1.0µm and ∼ 3.0µm, respectively, according to the
deposition rates determined from single material depositions done with the same deposition
parameters beforehand. The chemical composition of the 10B4C layer was done by elastic
recoil detection analysis in the Tandem Laboratory in Uppsala University, while details on the
employed detector set-up can be found in [22] and a discussion of the method and statistical
and systematic uncertainties in [23,24]. The measurement was carried out on the same Si
reference of the deposition rate determination to avoid the thick Cu capping layer on the
samples. The result shows a relative atomic ratio of about 77%B, 18%C, and 5% impurities
(mainly O and H).
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Fig. 2 Schematics of the multi-boron detector. Three BGEM borated GEM foils are stacked and used as
neutron converter. Neutron beam impinges orthogonally on the converter and interacts with 10B via the
10B(n, α)7Li reaction. One of the two charged products is able to leave the 10B4C layer and ionize the gas in
which the converter is placed (sketched in the zoomed detail on the right). Electrons liberated by this ionization
are able to drift along the converter and reach the triple GEM structure where they are multiplied in order to
induce a signal on the pixelated anode constituted by a quad-Timepix chip

2.3 The final BGEM production

After the boron deposition, the GEMPix foils came back to CERN for final working and
etching. The photoresist dots were stripped by the foils with the aim to etch the polyimide,
masked at this point by the boron deposition. After this procedure for the creation of the
holes, the foils appear to have on both faces the usual GEM pattern in the central area and
copper cladded on the remaining surface. The external copper is then etched to create the
electrodes for the voltage application as shown in Fig. 1. The cleaning and the final electrical
test ends the operations on the coated foils, to be ready for the detector assembly. All the
six BGEMs produced passed the electrical test, and three of them were used for the detector
construction.

2.4 The detector construction

Three GEMPix foils with different electrodes configuration useful for the final HV distri-
bution (see Fig. 1) have been assembled. The gluing of these foils on FR4 frames and the
final assembling of the multi-layer neutron converter were performed in a clean room of
Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati of INFN.

The multi-boron GEMPix detector is schematically represented in Fig. 2.
The detector has a neutron converter region, composed by a PCB with gold-plated 30 ×

30 mm2 cathode followed by a stack of 3 BGEM foils. Each electrode of the 3 GEM foils
is connected to an independent channel of the HV system [25], so that the electric fields and
gain can be set individually on each GEM foil. Neutrons enter in the detector orthogonally to
the cathode. They can be absorbed in one of the six 1µm thick 10B4C layers of the converter
stack (two 10B4C layers for each BGEM foil) via the 10B(n, α)7Li reaction. The two created
charged particles are emitted back to back (momentum conservation), so only one of them can
escape from the 10B4C layer and ionize the detector gas (a mixture of Ar CO2 CF4 45/15/40),
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producing the secondary electrons that will be driven by the applied electric field toward to
the holes of the GEM foils, where they are transported and eventually multiplied subjected to
the high electric field dipole present in the hole. The HV configuration of the detector must
ensure a uniform response independently from the neutron interaction point in the converter
stack. The gain of the BGEM composing the converter stack must be close to one, so that
the charge will be transfer from one conversion region to another without multiplication.

The ionization charge produced by the multi-boron converter by the single particle is then
drifted toward the triple GEM amplifier where will be finally multiplied by a factor 102–104

depending of the applied voltage generated by the HVGEM module [26]. Below the triple
GEM structure at 1 mm distance a pixelated readout is organized using a matrix of 2 × 2
‘naked’ Timepix ASICs [27] with an active area of the detector equal to 3 × 3 cm2. The
movement of the charge in the induction region induces a signal on a group of pads of the
Timepix ASIC (dimension of each pad is 55 × 55µm2), underlying the so-called charge
cluster.

The Timepix ASICs are operated in Time-over-Threshold (ToT) mode and read out by
the FITPix [28] (an FPGA-based module) using the Pixelman software [29]. In ToT mode,
the Timepix measures the time spent above a fixed threshold by the analogue signal induced
on the single pixel, which is proportional to the collected charge and then (after calibration)
to the energy deposited in the detector by the radiation. The measurement of the deposited
charge (call event) is done for an adjustable time window, here called “exposure time.” For
the scope of this study, the exposure time must be set with the goal to obtain a limited number
of well-separated charge clusters in each event, so that the response to each single interacting
particle can be studied. An online cluster analysis algorithm is used in order to produce a
file output with the list of the reconstructed charge clusters, reporting for each one the main
information such as the start time of the event, the total number of detected clusters, the total
charge and some other geometric parameters.

3 Detector characterization

The detector was characterized under X-ray and gamma irradiation at the CERN and under
neutron irradiation at the LENA reactor in Pavia [30].

3.1 Optimization of the converter charge extraction efficiency

As highlighted in par. 2, the fundamental parameter of the MBGEM detector is the capability
to extract the primary charge created by the incoming radiation from the converter stack.
Ideally, the response of the detector should be the same independently from the neutron
interaction point in the converter.

Thanks to the independent HV control applied to each BGEM, it is possible to experimen-
tally tune the gain of the BGEMs in order to obtain a uniform response. This optimization
was done by irradiating with a 55Fe radioactive source each single gas gap (Bgap) between
BGEM foils through small apertures on the frames side. In this way X-rays impinge laterally
on the detector and get collimated by the small frame aperture (see Fig. 3).

Figure 4 shows a typical charge spectrum recorded when X-rays convert only in the drift
region. As expected, both the main peak (5.9 keV) and the escape peak (3 keV) are clearly
visible. Since the X-rays enter the detector in the drift region (i.e., between the triple GEM
and the converter) electrons produced in this region by X-rays ionization move toward the
triple GEM amplifier. The peak position shown in Fig. 4 is related only to primary ionization
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Fig. 3 On the left the 2D images of the X-ray flux entering in the different gap of the multi-boron converter.
On the right the spectrum of the 55Fe measured for each gap

Fig. 4 Reference charge
deposited spectrum recorded
when the detector is irradiated in
the induction layer

in the drift region and to triple GEM amplification. Therefore a change in the voltage applied
to the converter will not affect the peak position.

The source was then moved around in order to irradiate regions between each BGEM
one by one. This study allows to disentangle each single BGEM contribution. Each BGEM
voltage is then tuned so that the position of main peak position obtained when the detector
irradiated in the corresponding Bgap is comparable to the position obtained when X-rays
convert only in the drift region. Figure 5 shows the recorded spectra obtained when the
detector is irradiated in the different Bgaps with two different HV configuration (300 V and
330 V applied on each BGEM).

Each spectrum is fitted with a Gaussian to obtain the peak position PBgapi . The BGEMs
potential differences are then tuned so that the charge extraction factor Cexi is equal to one
for each irradiated Bgap volume:

Cexi = PBgapi

P(drift region)

≈ 1. (1)

Figure 6 shows the obtained coefficient values for the two HV configurations. The error
bars represent the calculated FWHM of the fitted Gaussian.

The left panel shows that with a too low BGEM gain a significant fraction of the deposited
charge is lost when the electrons have to transfer from one converter volume to the subsequent.
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Fig. 5 Deposited charge spectrum recorded with the detector irradiated in the Bgap1 (red), Bgap2 (green),
Bgap3 (blue) and drift region (black) with BGEMi voltage = 300 V (left panel) and 330 V (right panel) applied
on each BGEM

Fig. 6 Charge extraction factor for each ith irradiated volume of the converter obtained with 300 V (left panel)
and 330 V (right panel) applied on each BGEM. The error bars represent the calculated FWHM

With the appropriate gain instead (right panel), the deposited charge is successfully transferred
from one converter volume to another. Figure 6 shows also a degradation of the energy
resolution (represented by the error bars) by increasing the distance of the irradiation point
from the drift region. This is maybe due to the fact that a fraction of the created primary
electrons is lost on the bottom electrode of each BGEM, but the average deposited charge
(center position of the main peak) does not change because the lost electron fraction is
replaced by the multiplication of the primary electrons that are able to enter in the BGEMs
holes. The energy resolution degradation can be contained by acting on the transfer electric
field present between two BGEM, and this optimization will be studied in the future. However,
for counting application the energy resolution is not a crucial parameter, and the degradation
shown by the 3 BGEM converter with the optimal found HV configuration suggests that the
charge will be successfully transfer also in a converter with more than 3 BGEMs, giving the
possibility to further increase the thermal neutron efficiency of the detector. The following
γ -ray and neutron characterization was done with the converter HV configuration found in
this study.

3.2 Gamma ray characterization of the detector

Gamma ray sensitivity is a crucial parameter for neutron detectors, given that they operate
in an environment on which a gamma background due to neutron-induced reaction is always
present. In a GEM detector gammas interact with the detector material mainly through Comp-
ton effect, producing a Compton electron that can give rise to a signal in the readout anode.
Compton electrons travelling in the gas medium have a reduced stopping power producing
elongated thin tracks typically with a low charge density. On the other hands, the ions pro-
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Fig. 7 The online display (512 × 512 pixels � 3 × 3 cm2 ) showing six alphas produced by the thermal
neutrons reaction and the small clusters produced by gammas (Compton electrons). The width of the clusters
is clearly different between alphas and electrons

Fig. 8 Distribution of the dE/dx factor recorded with the detector under gammas (black line) and neutron (red
line) irradiation with HVGem=1240 V

duced by the 10B(n, α)7Li reaction have high stopping power in the gas medium, producing
circular or elliptical tracks since they have a high charge density. Figure 7 shows an example
of the recorded tracks for gammas and neutrons by the online display.

The different stopping power (dE/dx) of the particles interacting with the detector gives a
useful tool to perform an effective neutron/gamma discrimination. In fact, for each interacting
particle the readout electronic gives both the total deposited charge and width of the produced
track. The ratio between these two quantities gives an estimation of the stopping power.
Figure 8 shows an example of the distributions of the dE/dx factor obtained with the detector,
respectively, under gammas (black line) and neutron (red line) irradiation.

Gamma sensitivity is strictly related to the detector gain, since the lower the gain, the less is
the probability that a gamma will produce a trace capable of giving a signal over the threshold
on the reading electronics. At the same time, at low gain even the charge produced by ions is
lower, affecting the neutron detection efficiency of the detector. It is then crucial to determine
a working point for the detector that maximizes the neutron detection efficiency minimizing
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Fig. 9 Detection efficiency obtained for different detector gain under 137Cs γ -rays irradiation. On the left:
no dE/dx threshold applied. On the right: applying the set of dE/dx thresholds

the gamma sensitivity. In order to do this, the detector was tested for different gains (applied
to the triple GEM detector stage) using a 137Cs source (662 keV photon energy). The gamma
efficiency is determined by dividing the total number of recorded events (no threshold applied)
with the estimated total flux of photons on the detector. The result of the scan is shown in
Fig. 9.

As expected, the gamma sensitivity is an increasing function of the gain, but it is possible
to determinate a set of dE/dx thresholds (one threshold for each gain) so that the gamma
sensitivity can be below a fixed value even for high gain. By applying the found set of dE/dx
threshold the gamma sensitivity obtained as a function of the gain is reported in Fig. 9.

The gamma detection efficiency obtained is less than 10−6 with the chosen set of threshold,
allowing neutron measurements with a n/γ discrimination factor better than 105 assuming
a neutron detection efficiency of about 10−1. The results shown in this paragraph highlight
also that the detector performance is not influenced by the 478 keV γ -rays emitted during
the 10B(n, α)7Li when the 7Li is left in the excited state since we expect a similar gamma
sensitivity for γ -rays of this energy.

3.3 Neutron characterization of the detector

The detector was tested at the research nuclear reactor of Applied Nuclear Energy Laboratory
(LENA) [30] of Pavia University, a 250-kW power Triga Mark II that offers different neutron
irradiation positions; recently in one of the horizontal channels has been realized a collimated
thermal neutron beam with a diameter of 49 mm and equipped with a system of shutters that
allows the positioning of samples even when the reactor is in operation. The thermal flux at
the exit of the channel is about 5 × 106 cm−2 s−1.

The neutron beam was collimated using a 6Li-enriched plastic sheet having a hole (5 mm
diameter) in the middle. The first test performed was a gain scan in order to determine
the detector working point to be used for neutron detection (the minimum gain at which the
neutron detection efficiency is maximized). In order to do this study, the same set of threshold
found in the gamma scan of par. 3.2 was used. The result of the scan is shown in Fig. 10.

The recorded counting rate is an increasing function of the gain, showing a plateau for
HV ≈ 1120 V, which represent the working point of the detector under neutron irradiation.

The neutron detection capability was measured as a function of the number of active
converter layers in the detector. The BGEMs were initially set to 0 V (no charge transfer
between different converter volumes), and the relative detection efficiency was measured by
setting to 330 V each BGEM one by one. The relative detection efficiency is calculated as the
ratio between the counting rate recorded with all the BGEM set to 0 V (with a single active
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Fig. 10 Recorded over threshold counting rate as a function of the detector gain under thermal neutron
irradiation

Fig. 11 On the left: relative detection efficiency measured as a function of the number of active converter
layers. On the right: recorded counting rate on the detector as a function of the reactor power

converter layer) and the counting rate recorded with one, two or three BGEM set to 330 V
(each active BGEM adds two active converter layers to the conversion stack). The result of
this test is shown in Fig. 11, where the relative detection efficiency is reported as a function
of the number of active converter layers.

As one can see, the measured relative neutron detection efficiency matches number of
active converter layers, confirming the good charge extraction capability of the detector
found in par. 3.1. The obtained results show that the detector is no lack of efficiency even
when all the converter layers are active, giving the possibility to further increase the number of
BGEMs and then to further increase the neutron detection efficiency. The last measurement
was carried out in order to check the response of the detector under high neutron flux.
The reactor power was varied from 1 to 250 kW, and the detector was set to the best HV
configuration with all the BGEMs active. Figure 11 shows the recorded counting rate on the
detector as a function of the reactor power.

As one can see, the detector response is almost linear up to 250 kHz corresponding to
250 kW of reactor power. This counting rate has been obtained with a neutron beam of 5 mm
diameter that thus corresponds to a flux of 1.2 MHz/cm2. Further study, with a dedicated
electronic readout for very high counting rate applications, will be carried out in the future
in order to investigate the behavior of the detector in the very high counting rate region.

In order to estimate the expected neutron detection efficiency, simple calculations have
been performed considering an average neutron energy En = 25 meV. The calculation is
performed by using the Beer–Lambert law:

I (E, x) = I0e
−nσ(En)x (2)
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Fig. 12 On the left: the image obtained with 1-min exposition to the thermal neutron beam. On the right: the
two profiles obtained from area 1 and area 2 (140 × 20 pixels) fitted with ERF and the corresponding LSF

where I (E, x) is the transmitted intensity through a sample of density n and thickness x ,
I0 is intensity before the sample, and σ(En) is the total neutron cross section. Therefore
the absorbed neutron intensity is defined as I0 − I = I0(1 − e−nσ(En)x ). By considering
σ(En = 25 meV) = 3844 b, n = 8.76 × 1022 nuclei/cm3 and x = 1µm, a single layer
absorption efficiency p = 3% is obtained. The escape probability ξ for x = 1µm is about
65% [17], and the borated GEM foils have an optical transparency (ot) (ratio between empty
and total area) of 78%. Therefore a total efficiency expected for six 10B4C stacked layers can
be defined as (1 − e−6nσ(En)x ) × ξ × ot × η. Assuming a unitary extraction efficiency η, the
expected total efficiency is about 8.76%. Further measurement will be performed in order to
assess this value by using an absolutely calibrated 3He tube.

3.4 Spatial resolution

A first estimate of the spatial resolution has been performed using four disks of cadmium
having a thickness of 1 mm and a diameter of 8 mm placed just in front of the detector.
Neutron absorption from cadmium produces circular shadow images (see Fig. 12) that are
obtained integrating the total charge released by alphas and Li ions after neutron absorption
and, to a lesser extent, to gammas produced by unstable nuclei. The image has been acquired
with an high voltage of 1120 V.

A measurement of the spatial resolution was obtained from the normalized edge response
function (ERF) which has been calculated along the shadow edge profiles measured in area
1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 12. The length of this profile extends over 140 bins of 55µm each,
the content of which is filled with the mean value on 20 pixels along the orthogonal direc-
tion. These normalized profiles have been fitted with the ERF, obtaining the corresponding
derivative line spread function (LSF). According to Sparrow criterion, two shadow images
can be considered distinct if their separation is equal to 2σ of the LSF and this value can be
considered a reasonable estimate of the spatial resolution ranging between 2.0 and 2.6 mm.

4 Conclusions and future work

A first batch of GEM foils with boron coating (1µm thick 10B4C) on both side was suc-
cessfully realized and tested in a neutron detector equipped with a 3-layer converter readout
by a GEMPix detector. All the six BGEMs produced passed the electrical tests, and three of
them were used for the detector construction. The neutron characterization showed that in
the optimized HV configuration, the MBGEM detector is able to increase the neutron detec-
tion efficiency obtained with a single layer of 10B4C by a factor directly proportional to the
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number of active converter foils, with a n/γ discrimination factor better than 105. With six
layer of 10B4C the expected total efficiency is about 8.7%. The detector response is almost
linear up to 250 kHz counting rate, corresponding to a flux of 1.2 MHz/cm2. A preliminary
study showed a spatial resolution ranging between 2.0 ÷ 2.6 mm.

The obtained results suggest the possibility to further increase the neutron detection effi-
ciency by augmenting the number of borated GEM foils in the converter stack. The next
step is the production of a bigger detector with an active area 10 × 10 cm2 with an higher
number of BGEM foils and read out by the GEMINI DAQ system [31], for high counting
rate applications. This detector will also be characterized in terms of absolute neutron detec-
tion efficiency by comparing its performance to an absolutely calibrated 3He tube. These
measurements will be subject of a future publication.
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